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By KAT IE T AMOLA

Digital display advertising continues to go a long way in terms of driving brand awareness, according to a new
study from Engagement Labs.

The study, commissioned by G/O Media, focusing on tech and beverage brands, found that digital advertising
surpassed paid social advertising on Facebook in terms of conversions. The contribution from digital advertising to
the average tech brand's offline conversations is 15.8 percent vs 3.3 percent for paid social on Facebook.

"A key trend that we're seeing in our data, that looks at both offline and online conversation, is the increasing ability
of online content from brands to drive offline conversations," said Ed Keller, CEO of Engagement Labs. "
Consumers have interactions with branded content online including digital and paid social ads and these
interactions impact their online posts about the brands."

The analysis is based on syndicated online and offline consumer conversation tracking from Engagement Labs
over the period from January 2018 May 2021, with media expenditure data that Engagement Labs procured from
Kantar Media.

Driving social influence 
The findings reflect that digital display advertising, a combination of texts, images and URLs, has a greater ability to
drive people to share online and talk offline versus paid social ads.

The average tech brand online saw an 8.3 contribution from digital, a sizeable difference from the 1.9 percent
contribution they received from paid social.
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Digital display media continues  to be highly effective for both online and offline performance for brands . Image credit: NRF

The average beverage brand saw a 9.6 percent contribution from digital advertising on offline conversation versus
only 2.4 percent from paid social.

Online, the average beverage brand saw an 8.3 percent contribution from digital versus a 1.7 percent contribution
from paid social.

Digital display media continues to be highly effective for both online and offline brand performance.

In short, digital display media does not stay online. When implemented effectively, it translates into word-of-mouth
brand awareness, through face-to-face and other offline conversations.

Findings also reflect a higher return on investment (ROI) from digital displays versus paid social on Facebook
regarding the ability to drive offline and online conversations.

Digital ads recorded a higher ROI than paid social ads for both online and offline.

Measuring metrics 
In a dynamic digital world, brands and retailers must adapt to meet consumers in a variety of ways while remaining
open to how those methods will be measured.

Meta is  changing how it counts  user accounts . Image credit: Meta

In October, media group Meta, formerly known as Facebook, announced it was changing how it measures ad reach,
a move that will likely impact advertisers.

For ads planning and measurement, the company now counts users' Facebook and Instagram accounts as separate
users if the accounts are not linked together in the accounts center. The change was made effective on Oct. 11 (see
story).

Word of mouth and online conversation have always been imperative to brands spreading awareness.

In 2015, in Engagement Labs' first "Total Social" ranking, Ritz-Carlton ranked the highest on social media, but fell
when it came to recommendations made by offline word of mouth, presenting an opportunity for the hospitality
brand (see story).

"Consumers see something online which spurs offline conversations about the brand," Mr. Keller said. "In effect,
online content from brands increasingly isn't siloed just to the online world."
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